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Abstract 

When simulating control sequences in switching systems, it is often 
necessary to perform subcall-type simulation, i.e. the start and 
end of the calls are generated in independent arrival processes. If 
overload protection systems are being investigated (acceptance/re
jection of calls), the call termination rate has to be adapted to 
the rate of accepted calls. This adaption can be performed automat
ically by means of the proposed "tracking" method, which makes use 
of the properties of a G/M/oc' process. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Basic Methods for the Generation of Calls in Simulations 

The processing of calls in a control unit usually takes place in several 
consecutive steps (subcalls), separated in time. When such systems are 
simulated, the calls are generated pseudo-randomly, for instance with a 
negative exponential distribution of intercall arrival times. Two basic 
methods are commonly used to simUlate calls: 
1. Call-type simulation: time-true simulation of all subcalls and the time 
relationship between subcalls. 
2. Subcall-type simulation: time-true simulation but independent generation 
of subcalls or groups of subcalls. 

1.2 Application: Simulation of the Control Unit of a Switching System 

Fig. 1 shows, greatly simplified, the architecture of the EWSD switching 
system with the Coordination Processor (CP) and a number of Line/Trunk 
Groups, between which messages are transferred (for more detailed infor
mation see /1/. 

The CP generally receives four messages per call (Seizure A, Digit Block, 
Release A and Release B); see Fig. 2. The interval between Seizure A and 
Digit Block is typically in the range of 2 to 4 5, that between Release 
A and B about 100 ms, and the mean holding time t is as a rule greater 

m than 60 s. The first two intervals can be simulated explicitly, but it is 
not practical to do so for the holding time: if the CP has a call-handling 
capacity ot e.g. 400 calls/s, then already when t = 60 s it would have to 
keep track of approx. 24,000 future events, creat!ng insurmountable storage 
and timing problems. 
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Fig. 2: Messages per Call for 
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1.3 Special Characteristics of Overload Simulation 

In cases of overload, some of the offered calls are rejected due to protec
tive measures. In simulation, this means dropping all subcalls, including 
Release A and Release B. The latter do not need to be assigned to a speci
fic call in this case; it is sufficient if the terminating rate correlates 
to the rate of previously accepted calls. The problem is to find a way to 
create this correlation for the general case where the rate of accepted 
calls is subject to fluctuation due to overload regulation, and this rate 
is not predictable, even as a longterm average (transient process). A "prim
itive" method is to estimate the handled call capacity and thus the re
lease rate on the basis of the expected CP load in overload conditions, 
and to use this release rate as a fixed value in simulation. But, espe
cially in simple overload protection systems, the CP load can often deviate 
considerably from that expected. In such cases, the simulation may have to 
be repeated many times (iterated) with different, adapted release rates. 
This paper proposes a method for automatic adaptation. 

2. THE TRACKING METHOD 

2.1 Characteristics ' of the "G/M/ao" Process 

The number N(t) of calls simultaneously in progress can be interpreted as 
a stochastic process of the type "G/M/OO", where G signifies that the start
ing times form a random point process. M signifies, as usual, that holding 
times are assumed to have negative exponential distribution. This distribu
tion has the convenient property that it "lacks memory" /2/, which means 
that the remaining time values (X) also have the same distribution, i.e. 

P(X> t) = e-I.lt , E(X) = l/v.. If at any time n calls are in progress, then 

the distribution for the time R to the next call termination is 
peR >t) = e-~t, E(R) = l/nv. ~ E(R)/v.. 
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But this only applies on condition tbat no new seizure occurs during this 
time. It a new seizure does occur, the only consequence is that the old R 
is now "torgotten" and a new R witb the value n+l instead ot n comes into 
torce until the next event. Unlike the analytical method, this behaviour 
ot tbe G/M/ooprocess can easily be simulated. 

2.2 Tracking ot tbe Release Rate 

The above property of bolding times with exponential distribution is used 
as follows for simulation: 
A counter N = N(t) is introduced tor the number of calls in progress. N 
is incremented by 1 for every accepted call and decremented by 1 (or every 
release. The interval to the next release then satisfies the conditions of 
an exponential distribution curve with the mean value aCt) = t IN(t). m 

2.3 Implementation in Simulation 

As soon as a "release" is generated by the simulation system, the arrival 
time tor the next release is determined. This is done using a random num
ber generator and an approximation function for the exponential distribu
tion with the currently valid mean value t IN(t). If another call is now 
accepted, then the distribution for the in'erval to the next release is no 
longer valid from this time on. The old arrival time for the release is 
taken out of the system and a new time is "cast" for the next release, with 
a new shorter mean arrival interval. (The remainder of the old interval to 
the next release had the same distribution as the original whole interval 
(see 2.1). Therefore the mean interval decreases.) 

2.4 Reduction of the Transient Phase 

If simulation were to start with an idle system, the transient phase, i.e. 
until the release rate has reached the same level as the seizure rate 
(rate of accepted calls) would be about 3 • t • The reason for this is the 

m 
negative exponential approximation of the terminating rate to the seizure 
rate (see 3.1). The transient phase can be shortened considerably if coun
ter N is preset to the average expected value. This value is t • AACC 
(where AACC represents the rate of accepted calls). m 

2.5 Simplification tor High Call Rates 

In many applications it is known that the number of calls in progress will 
always be very high (e.g. N > 1000). In such cases the change in the 
release rate caused by one new call will be· so small as to be negligible • 

. In ·other words, a new next release only need be "cast" when a release 
event occurs. 
Worst case estimation of error: In our simulations, we used an 
approximation tor the exponential distribution which generates a maximum 
ot 14 times the mean value. The mean release interval is approximately 
equal to the mean arrival interval: so about 14 call arrivals will occur 
during the maximum release interval. Even if the arrival process tluctuates 
so much that 5 times as many calls arrive tor a short time, ·the error of 
the release rate when N=lOOO Is 5 • 14/1000 = 7J, and only 0.3J when N= 
24,000 <as 1n example 1.2). 
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3. DEMONSTRATION OF OPERATING PRINCIPLES 

3.1 Variation ot Release Rate with Time in an HlMloo System 

If exponential distribution of arrival intervals is assumed tor both 
seizure and release events, then we have an H!Moo system 131 (infinite no. 
ot sinks: restricted not by outgoing lines but by the control capacity of 
the exchange). 

Let net) = E(N(t» (mean) and ~ = mean seizure rate 
then using the Chapman-Kolmogoroff equations 141 for M/M/~ we obtain 
the ditferential equation 

n I (t) = ~ - n (t) It 
m 

The solution is 
n ( t) = ~. t + (n - ~. t ) e - t/ tm 

m 0 m 
Inserting release rate ~ we obtain 

~(t) = n(t)/t = ~ + (n It _~) e-t/tm 
m 0 m 

The release rate thus approaches a changed call rate at a negative 
exponential speed, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3: Theoretical example of terminating rate adapt ion 
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3.2 Example of Simulation 

Fig. - shows an example of simulation where release rate is adapted to a 
changed call rate. The theoretical curve is of course distorted by random 
fluctuations. The higher the value chosen for t , the lower the deviation 
between the theoretical and the simulated curve~ 
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